The ATLAS and CMS collaborations recently announced the observation of the associated production of the Higgs boson with a top quark pair (ttH) at the LHC. This process depends directly on the the top quark Yukawa coupling and provides access to its properties. In particular, a CP-odd component is allowed in models beyond the Standard Model with extended Higgs sectors.
Introduction
The production of a Higgs boson in association with a top quark pair (ttH) at the LHC has been recently observed by the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] collaborations, providing direct proof of the top quark-Higgs interaction. In models beyond the Standard Model (BSM), the top quark Yukawa coupling governing this interaction may have a CP-odd component [3] and the corresponding Lagrangian can be parametrised as L = κy t t(cos α + iγ 5 sin α)th.
(
The Standard Model (SM) is recovered for α = 0 and κ = 1 and a pure CP-odd scenario corresponds to α = ±π/2. Measurements of the electron dipole moment give strong constraints on the CPodd component of the top quark-Higgs interaction if one assumes a SM Yukawa coupling for the electron. However, if the electron Yukawa coupling also acquires a CP-odd component, this incompatibility can be mitigated [3] . In future e + e − colliders, a CP-violating top quark Yukawa coupling would lead to large tree level effects in ttH production, which may be measured with precision [4] . An indirect constraint on the CP-odd component of the top quark Yukawa coupling can be obtained from the Higgs boson production at the LHC via gluon fusion. This process is loopinduced and, in the SM, dominated by the top quark loop. However, the translation between the production rate and the coupling requires assumptions about every other contribution to the loop, including those from heavy BSM particles. Assuming only SM contributions besides the top quark loop, the LHC Run I data still allows values of κ sin α above 0.5 [5] .
Unlike Higgs production via gluon fusion, ttH production at the LHC depends directly on the top quark-Higgs interaction, which allows measuring the top quark Yukawa coupling without the need for the previously mentioned assumptions. For fixed κ, increasing the CP-odd component decreases the inclusive ttH production cross-section [5] , but this is not sufficient to obtain κ and α simultaneously. Several observables in ttH are sensitive to the CP nature of the top quark Yukawa coupling and could in principle be used to extract both parameters. One important feature in the kinematics of ttH with a CP-odd coupling is the higher fraction of boosted (p T 200 GeV) Higgs bosons with respect to the CP-even scenario [5] . Regarding the top quark pair, a CP-odd coupling yields much larger separation in pseudorapidity and smaller separation in azimuth between the top quarks with respect to the CP-even scenario [6] . In the ttH rest frame, CP-even signal events often have one of the top quarks traveling in a direction very close to that of the Higgs boson, recoiling against the other top quark, while for CP-odd signal events the three directions are more evenly distributed [7] . Ratios of projections of top quark momenta were proposed as discriminants in [8] , for example
. Spin correlation observables of the tt system in ttH also depend on the CP-odd component of the Yukawa coupling, with enhanced sensitivity in the boosted Higgs regime [9] . Angular observables built from boosted reference frames were also shown to be sensitive to the CP nature of the coupling [7] .
CP-odd exclusion in the H → bb channel
Two analyses were carried out on the H → bb final state of ttH. The single-lepton analysis is presented in detail in [10] and the dilepton analysis is presented in [7] .
Events from pp collisions were generated using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [11] at √ s = 13 TeV. Signal ttH events and the irreducible background ttbb were generated at NLO in QCD. Signal samples with a non-zero CP -odd component were generated with the HC NLO X0 UFO model [6] . Decays were handled by MadSpin [12] . The SM backgrounds tt+jets, tt + V (V = Z, W ), single top, V +jets, V + bb and V V were also generated. Parton shower and hadronisation were performed with Pythia6 [13] and followed by fast detector simulation with the Delphes [14] package.
Single-lepton events were selected with a number of jets between 6 and 8 and a number of b-tagged jets between 3 and 4. Dilepton events were selected with at least 4 jets, of which at least 3 must be b-tagged. Leptons and jets were required to have p T ≥ 20 GeV and |η| ≤ 2.5 in both analyses. In the single-lepton selection, missing transverse energy (E miss T ) was required to be above 20 GeV. In the dilepton channel, the dilepton mass m must pass the Z mass veto, i.e., |m − 91 GeV| > 10 GeV.
Kinematic reconstruction of events was performed in the single-lepton channel with the KLFitter package [15] . In the dilepton channel, a boosted decision tree (BDT) was used to assign jets to the b-quarks from t, t and H. A solution for the neutrino momenta was obtained by combining information from E miss T with a constraint on W and t masses. Figure 1 shows normalised distributions of the b 4 observable after cuts and kinematic reconstruction for the SM signal (ttH), pure CPodd signal (ttA) and irreducible background ttbb events, separately for the singlelepton (left) and dilepton (right) channels. for signal events in the CP-even (ttH) and pure CP -odd (ttA) scenarios and for the ttbb background, after cuts and reconstruction. Left: single-lepton selection [10] ; right: dilepton selection [7] .
Expected confidence levels (CL), assuming the SM holds, for exclusion of the pure CP-odd coupling were computed from likelihood ratios obtained from binned distributions of various discriminant observables. Only statistical uncertainties were considered. Figures 2a-2d show these CL as a function of integrated luminosity, up to the maximum expected at the HL-LHC (3 ab −1 ). Figure 2a (2b) shows the CL obtained using the single-lepton (dilepton) analysis only, comparing different observables used to extract the CL. Figure 2c shows confidence levels obtained from the combination of different observables in each channel (b 4 and sin(θ Figure 2d compares the CL obtained, in the dilepton analysis alone, for the exclusion of various cos α values, using ∆η( + , − ) as the discriminant. The single-lepton channel is much more sensitive than the dilepton, but the combination provides sizeable improvement. The exclusion of a pure CP-odd top quark Yukawa coupling at 95% CL may be within reach with ∼ 250 fb −1 of LHC data, using only resolved tt(H → bb) analyses with leptons. Combination with boosted topologies and other Higgs decay channels could make this achievable with the LHC Run II dataset. The results in figure 2d suggest that excluding the maximal mixing scenario (cos α = √ 2/2) requires roughly 3.5 times more luminosity than excluding the pure CP-odd scenario. Figure 2 : Expected CL, assuming the SM, as a function of the integrated luminosity. 2a (2b): exclusion of pure CP-odd scenario using the single-lepton (dilepton) selected events, comparing different observables used to extract the CL; 2c: exclusion of pure CP-odd scenario combining observables in each individual channel and combining both channels (the observables were treated as uncorrelated); 2d: exclusion of various cos α values between 0 and 1 with dilepton analysis, using ∆η( + , − ) as the discriminant observable.
